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1. INTRODUCTION
The utility of gains can be measured in four distinct ways: risky or
riskless choices and gains alone or trade-offs between gains and losses. A
natural question is to investigate the conditions under which these four
w xmeasures are the same. This was done in 4, 8 and led to functional
w xequations, only one of which has not been solved in 4 in a completely
satisfactory way. This is
w w w w w xH x , y z s H xz , y P x , z x g 0, 1 , y g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .
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w w w x w xwhere P maps 0, 1 = 0, 1 into 0, 1 ,
y1H x , y s G G x G y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
2Ž .
w w w wG x s 1 y F x x g 0, 1 , y g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
w w w w w w x xand the mapping F: 0, 1 “ 0, 1 and thus also the mapping G: 0, 1 “ 0, 1
is onto, F strictly increasing, G strictly decreasing. Thus F and G are
continuous.
w xUsing just these properties it has been proved in 4 without differentia-
bility that there exists a continuous, strictly decreasing function g :
x w x w0, 1 “ 0, q‘ such that
g xŽ . x w x xP x , z s x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 , 3Ž . Ž .Ž .
g xzŽ .
x x w wP 0, z s z z g 0, 1 , P x , 0 s 0 x g 0, 1 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
w xIn 4 , however, differentiability was needed to determine G and thus, by
Ž . Ž w x.2 , F and H. Several efforts have since been made see 2, 5]7, 9 to
eliminate or reduce the differentiability conditions. In the present paper
we eliminate them completely by the following new approach. Since the
w w x x Ž .mapping G: 0, 1 “ 0, 1 is decreasing and onto, we have, in view of 2
Ž .and 1 ,
G zŽ .
lim G y s 0, lim H x , y s 1, G P x , z s .Ž . Ž . Ž .
G xzyp1 yp1 Ž .
Ž .Substituting 3 into the last equation gives
G z g xŽ . Ž . x w x ws G x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 5Ž .Ž .ž /G xz g xzŽ . Ž .
w xThis equation appeared in 3 .
Our purpose is to find the general continuous and strictly decreasing
Žsolutions G, g of this functional equation without any differentiability
.assumption .
An essential new idea is the reduction of this functional equation to
Ž w x.Jensen's inequality this idea appeared in 10, 11 . For continuous func-
tions this means convexity and every convex function has left and right
w xderivatives everywhere 12 . We will prove that in our case these are equal
and thus the functions g and G are differentiable. Finally we will deter-
mine the functions g and G and thus P and F.
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2. CONVEXITY
With the notations s s yln x, x s eys, t s yln z, z s eyt , the func-
tions K, k defined by
ys ys x wK s s yln G e , k s s yln g e s g 0, q‘ 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .satisfy, by 5 , the functional equation
K t y K s q t s K k s y k s q t s ) 0, t ) 0 . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .By 6 , K and k are continuous and strictly decreasing, and so is the
function
t ‹ K k s y k s q t .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Thus, by 7 ,
K t y K s q t s K k s y k s q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
G K k s y k s q s q tŽ . Ž .Ž .
s K s q t y K 2 s q t ,Ž . Ž .
that is, K is Jensen convex,
K t q K t q 2 sŽ . Ž .
K t q s F ,Ž .
2
w xand, being monotonic, K is convex in the usual sense 12 .
Ž .From 7 we also get
y1k s y k s q t s K K t y K s q t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1w Ž . Ž .xFurthermore, because k, K, and s ‹ K K t y K s q t are decreas-
ing,
y1k s y k s q t s K K t y K s q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1G K K t y K s q 2 t s k s q t y k s q 2 t ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
thus k is also convex.
3. DETERMINING K AND k
Now k and K, like every convex function, have left and right derivatives
everywhere on their domain and these two one-sided derivatives are equal
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Ž .that is, the functions are differentiable at all except at most countably
Ž w x.many points cf. 12 . We denote the right and left derivatives of k and K
by kX , kX , K X , and K X , respectively.q y q y
Ž .So, when we differentiate 7 with respect to t from the right and with
respect to s from the left, we get
X X X XK t y K s q t s K k s y k s q t yk s q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q q q q 8Ž .X X X XyK s q t s K k s y k s q t k s y k s q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y q y y
respectively. We had to write K X also in the second equation becauseq
Ž . Ž .s ‹ k s y k s q t is decreasing with increasing s if k is convex. Indeed,
the difference quotients with constant spans increase for convex functions.
Thus, for 0 - s - s , t ) 0,1 2
k s y k s k s q t y k s q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1F ;
s y s s q t y s q tŽ . Ž .2 1 2 1
that is,
k s y k s q t G k s y k s q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
X w Ž . Ž .xas asserted. Elimination of K k s y k s q t from the two equationsq
Ž .8 gives
X X X X X XK t y K s q t k s y k s q t s K s q t k s q t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q y y y q
9Ž .
Since between left and right derivatives of convex functions the relation
lim kX s s kX u s lim kX sŽ . Ž . Ž .y q q
sou sou
Ž w x. Ž .and a similar relation for K hold see 12 , we get from 9 with s o u ) 0,
t o ¤ ) 0
X X X X X XK ¤ y K u q ¤ k u y k u q ¤ s K u q ¤ k u q ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q q q q
or, after rearrangement,
K X u q ¤ kX u q ¤Ž . Ž .q q
1 y s . 10Ž .X XK ¤ k uŽ . Ž .q q
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ŽThe denominators, as right derivatives of strictly monotonic convex func-
.tions, are nowhere 0. This implies
K X u q ¤ q w kX u q ¤ q wŽ . Ž .q q
1 y s XK ¤ q w k uŽ . Ž .q q
kX u q ¤ q w kX u q ¤Ž . Ž .q qs ?X Xk u q ¤ k uŽ . Ž .q q
K X u q ¤ q w K X u q ¤Ž . Ž .q qs 1 y 1 y .X Xž / ž /K w K ¤Ž . Ž .q q
Rearranging again, we get
K X ¤ K X ¤ K X u q ¤ K X u q ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q qy s yX X X XK w K ¤ q w K w K u q ¤ q wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q q
K X u K X uŽ . Ž .q qs yX XK w K u q wŽ . Ž .q q
for all u ) 0, ¤ ) 0, w ) 0. The right hand side does not depend upon ¤ .
Thus there exists a F such that
K X ¤ K X ¤Ž . Ž .q q x wy s F w ¤ , w g 0, q‘ .Ž . Ž .X XK w K ¤ q wŽ . Ž .q q
Introducing the function
1
L s / 0, 11Ž .XKq
which is decreasing since K X is increasing for convex K, we getq
L w y L ¤ q w s F w L ¤ u ) 0, ¤ ) 0, w ) 0 . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Thus
L w y F w L ¤ s L ¤ q w s L ¤ y F ¤ L w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
that is, there exists a constant c such that
1 q F w 1 q F ¤Ž . Ž .
s s c ¤ ) 0, w ) 0 ,Ž .
L w L ¤Ž . Ž .
F w s cL w y 1 w ) 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .This reduces 12 to
L ¤ q L w s L ¤ q w q cL ¤ L w . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
If c s 0, then this is Cauchy's functional equation, the monotonic
Ž w x. Ž . X Ž .solutions of which see, e.g., 1 are of the form L u s au; thus K u sq
1rau and convex functions being absolutely continuous,
K u s a ln u q b 14Ž . Ž .
Ž .for some constants a - 0 since K is strictly decreasing and b.
Ž .If c / 0, then 13 can be written as
1 y cL ¤ q w s 1 y cL ¤ 1 y cL w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w x.where solving M ¤ q w s M ¤ M w for M ¤ s 1 y cL ¤ ; cf. 1 we
get either
1
L ¤ s , K ¤ s c¤ q d c - 0 , 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
c
or
1 y eb¤ eyb ¤
XL ¤ s , K ¤ s c ,Ž . Ž .q yb¤c e y 1 16Ž .
< b¤ <K ¤ s a ln e y 1 q gŽ .
Ž .b s yb . Since
e b¤ y 1 if b ) 0
b¤< <e y 1 s
b¤½ 1 y e if b - 0,
for K to be strictly decreasing we have to have a - 0 in both cases. The
Ž . Ž .solution 15 leads to a contradiction because substituting it into 10 we
X Ž . X Ž . x wwould get 0 s k u q ¤ , contradicting k u g 0 ‘ .q q
Ž . Ž .For the solution 14 , Eq. 10 yields
kX u q ¤ ¤ uŽ .q s 1 y s ;Xk u u q ¤ u q ¤Ž .q
that is,
kX u u s kX u q ¤ u q ¤ s gŽ . Ž . Ž .q q
Ž . X Ž .constant . But k is convex and k u s gru is continuous, so it equalsq
X Ž . XŽ . Ž w x.k u and thus k u cf. 11 . Thereforey
k u s g ln u q d 17Ž . Ž .
Ž .g - 0, d are constants .
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Ž . Ž .Finally, for 16 we get from 10
kX u q ¤ e b¤ y 1 e b Žuq¤ . e b u y 1Ž .q s 1 y ? s ;X b ¤ b Žuq¤ . b Žuq¤ .k u e e y 1 e y 1Ž .q
that is,
kX u e b u y 1 s kX u q ¤ e b Žuq¤ . y 1 s dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q
Ž .constant . Thus
eyb u
Xk u s yd u ) 0 ,Ž . Ž .q yb ue y 1
x w Ž .which is continuous on 0, q‘ , and so equals k9 u . Therefore
< yb u <k u s C ln e y 1 q D 18Ž . Ž .
Ž .C, D constants, C - 0 .
4. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION
Ž .We can now determine G and g. From 6
G x s eyK Žy ln x . , g x s eyk Žy ln x . . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .So 14 leads to
yaybG x s e yln x .Ž . Ž .
x w x wThis, however, contradicts the supposition that G maps 0, 1 onto 0, 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .As to 16 and 18 , they yield with 19
< yb <ya < b < aG x s c x y 1 s c 1 y x ,Ž .
b A 20Ž .< <1 y xyCb< <g x s d x y 1 s dŽ . A bx
Ž . Ž . Žb s yb , a s ya , A s yC. Since a - 0 and lim G x s 1 and Gx o 0
.is nonconstant , we have a ) 0, c s 1, and b ) 0 and we can replace the
Ž .absolute value signs by brackets. Substitution into 5 gives
aa bb1 y z G z g x g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s s G s 1 ya bb b ž / ž /G xz g xzŽ . Ž . g xz1 y x z Ž .Ž .
aA bb1 y xŽ .2A bs 1 y z .A bb bž /1 y x zŽ .
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This equation reduces to the following:
1yA bb1 y x
bŽ A by1. x ws z , x , z g 0, 1 .Ž .b bž /1 y x z
Since the right-hand side is independent of x, we have a contradiction if
Ž .Ab / 1. Hence, Ab s 1, so 20 reduces to
1rbb1 y xŽ .ab x wG x s 1 y x , g x s d x g 0, 1 . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
x
Ž x w. w xThis is the same result on 0, 1 that we obtained in 4 under differen-
w xtiability assumptions. As in 4 , we get
1rbb1 y xŽ . x wP x , z s z x , z g 0, 1 . 22Ž . Ž .Ž .1rbb b1 y x zŽ .
We still have to look at the endpoints of the domain. Since G is continu-
w w Ž Ž . Ž .ous on 0, 1 or because F 0 s 0, G 0 s 1 follows from the applied
. Ž .origin of the problem , the expression for G in 21 holds also at x s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž x w. Ž . x wFrom 3 P x, 1 s 1 x g 0, 1 so 22 holds also for z s 1, x g 0, 1 and,
Ž . x x w wby 4 , also for x s 0, z g 0, 1 and for z s 0, x g 0, 1 . So
1rbb1 y xŽ . w w w xP x , z s z for all x g 0, 1 , z g 0, 1 . 23Ž . Ž .1rbb b1 y x zŽ .
Ž .Finally, from 2 ,
a 1rbb b b b bF x s 1 y 1 y x and H x , y s x q y y x y 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž w w w w. Ž . Ž .x g 0, 1 , y g 0, 1 . The functions given by 23 and 24 clearly satisfy
Ž . Ž .1 with 2 . Thus we have proved the following.
w wTHEOREM. Suppose that the strictly increasing function F maps 0, 1 onto
w w Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, 1 . Then 1 with 2 is satisfied by 23 and 24 with arbitrary positi¤e
constants a, b and there are no other solutions.
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